FIRE SAFETY SEARCH
Find the words in the alphabet soup.
We've circled one to help you get started.
Look all ways. Words go up, down and diagonally.

STOPE ENGINE
MATH DROPI TE
OJFCKNIAROLL
KTNERYFANHXRE
ENRETHGILEAL
BGLORYTBGID
METUOREPACSE
GFNBQPUDTEST
FIREFIGHTERE
LWUECJAOEBOC
ATBPATBSRKM
MBCHANGEYUNO
EXTINGUISHER

FIREFIGHTER  FIRE  SMOKE  DETECTOR
STOP  DROP  ROLL  EXTINGUISHER
ENGINE  HOSE  ESCAPE ROUTE  CHANGE
TEST  BURN  DEEP  SAFETY
BATTERY  MATCH  LIGHTER  FLAME